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**ATLANTIC** – The body of water which the Twin Lights guarded until 1949.

**FRESNEL** – The lighthouse lenses developed by Augustin-Jean Fresnel.

**LENS** – Glass used to enhance beams of light.

**NEWYORK** – The nearest city to Twin Lights, which guarded its harbor for many years.

**BIVALVE** – The “two-sided” or “clamshell” lens type.

**HIGHLANDS** – The town that Twin Lights resides in.

**LIGHTHOUSE** – A beacon to warn ships out at sea.

**TWINLIGHTS** – The 1862 lighthouse in Highlands, New Jersey

**BROWNSTONE** – The material the bricks of Twin Lights are made from.

**KEEPER** – People responsible for caring for the lighthouse and the lenses.

**NAVESINK** – A segment of Monmouth County which Twin Lights resides in.

**WORLDSFAIR** – An international exhibit showcasing national achievements.